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Executive Summary
The current deliverable D4.3 is the result of the actions performed within WP 4.3 in which small focused
groups of end-users (5 end-users for each of the three end-user organizations) have tested the NITICS user
interface and basic services health-monitoring services. All suggestions offered by the primary and
secondary end-users were documented and will be applied in the WP3.
The graphical user interface and the NITICS services offered through the NITICS server are described in
section 2. Data transfer to and from the NITICS server along with testing of health monitoring module were
tested by the NITICS partners Eeleo and CCC within their development of the gateway and medical sensor
conection to the server. These aspects are presented in sections 3 and 4. Testing of the health monitoring
interface and services with endusers (primary and secondary) was performed by the NITICS end-user
organisations in Poland, Romania and Slovenia. Details on the participants involved, their opinions and
suggestions are given in section 5.
The main conclusion is that the general idea of the integrated monitoring platform meets the needs and
expectations of the elderly. Automatic health related data saving and reminders function triggers positive
opinions. Integration of monitoring devices in one communicating system would save time and worries –
emphasize the seniors and caregivers. At the same time, suggestions for improvements were offered along
with concerns related to infaibility, pricing and learnability.
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1 Introduction
The WP 4.3 description in the NITICS proposal: Small focused groups of end-users will test Prototypes, built
following the recommendations from WP2, of the future NITICS platform. It will have key user interfaces and
basic services. At this stage, possible “redesign” suggestions can rise as action items. This first step will
allow very early end-users’ feedback on the future NITICS system and if necessary the reorientation of the
platform development configuration. All change suggestions will be documented, followed and applied in the
WP3. The end-users organization will actively participate in this early stage in close cooperation with
Siemens
Within this task, the NITICS interface developed by Siemens (SIE) has been tested by Eeleo (ELE) and
Camera Contact (CCC) for the transfer of date from and to their devices/gateways. Additionally, the interface
was tested, in connection with the health monitoring services, by the three end-user organizations of the
NITICS project in Poland, Slovenia and Romania. In each case, the group of end-users was composed of 3
elderly users and 2 caregivers. Additional testing will be done during the consortium meeting taking place in
Lugano, Switzerland, on the 12th of June 2014. The results of this testing will be added to the current report
at a later stage.

2 NITICS framework platform
The NITICS platform and associated services can be accessed through the NITICS interface running on the
NITICS server. The main implemented functionalities and the corresponding graphical interface are:


Logout;



Search;



Alerts view;



Devices management;



Locations management;



Producers management;



Generate of reports;



Users management;



Load files with devices;



Reindex: update the entities’ index automatically (for full text search functionality);



Manual measurements (add data manually);



Dashboard view reordering of the contained panels.

Logout and Search can be accessed by user all the time after authentication.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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2.1 Login page

Figure 1: Interface for the Login page.
It represents the first page that can be accessed by the platform’s users and guests. The page contains two
input text: Login and Password, a button used to authenticate users, and also gives users the possibility to
create a new account (used to access the platforms services). It contains also links to terms and conditions
for using the platform.
To do the user login the following steps must be made:


If the user does not have a username and password he should click on link Register Here to obtain
the authentication credentials. The user is redirected to the Register page.



If the user already has a username and password he has to input them into Login input text user’s
username and into Password input text user’s password. For consistency as login user name will be
used the user email address.



Click on the button Welcome me.

If the username and password are correct the user receives access to NITICS services based on his
assigned role (the role is assigned by the system administrator). The Dashboard page is opened.

2.2 Registration page

Figure 2: Interface of the registration page.
© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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The registration page contains five text inputs: Firstname and Lastname, Email, Password, Confirm
Password, a button used to create the new user, and gives users the possibility to cancel the registration by
pressing the Cancel Registration link.
Steps to realize user registration:


Insert his first name, last name, email and desired password into the input text fields.



Click on the button Save to create the new user. If all fields are correctly completed is opened the
Login page to authenticate the new user.

If the user cancels the registration is opened the Login page.

2.3 Logout
After the user is authenticated he has the option to logout from the NITICS platform by clicking the Logout
link.

2.4 Search
Search functionality can be used after user is authenticated. It is used to search different components
(devices, location, producer, user, documents), or values from platform.
To search different components user have to follow the next steps:


Complete the input text on the right tab menu with the word which should be searched;



Chick the button Search. The search is done in the devices, Users, documents.

Figure 3: Interface of the search page.
The search result is displayed into different tabs (matched devices, matched users, matched locations,
matched telegrams).

2.5 Dashboard page
This tab page gives to caregiver the possibility to visualize alerts generated by the platform and to manage
the caretakers (add/update the list with caretakers the caregiver has to take care of, add/update the list of
devices used by each caretaker, add manually measurements). The page is composed by two parts: Alerts
(poll), and Caretaker management.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 4: Interface of the dashboard page.

2.6 Alerts (poll)
This part contains a table Alerts in which are shown the date alerts were generated, their title, and
description. The alerts are sorted descending based on their create date (the last alert is on the top of the
table). While new alert are generated on the platform background trough the polling mechanism the alert list
is refreshed each three seconds.

Figure 5: Alert menu on the dashboard page.

2.7 Caretaker management
This section represents the part where a caregiver can manage his caretakers, devices which are used to
measure different caretaker’s parameters, and also manual measurements.
This part is composed by three important sub-sections: Caretakers’ management, Devices’ management,
and Measurement’ management.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 6: Caretaker management page.

2.7.1 Caretakers’ management

Figure 7: Menu for adding a caretaker.
Add/Update Caretakers contains 5 input texts First Name, Last Name, Email, Observation, and Password,
one Date control, and 2 buttons Create, Update.
To create a new caretaker user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with caretaker’s First Name, Last Name, Email, Observation, and Password;



Select his birth date;



Press the Create button.

When a caretaker is selected in the second part of this page (Caretakers List), caretaker’ description will
appear into the Add/Update fields. These fields can be modified by pressing Update button.
In the last column Opt. are shown the functionalities created to manage the caretakers. These are:
© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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can be seen it’s detailed description by pressing

;

Figure 8: Caretaker profile.



can be deleted it by pressing the delete icon . To confirm the deletion should press the I confirm
the deletion, and if the user want to cancel the deletion should press Don’t delete button.

Figure 9: Caretaker profile management interface.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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2.7.2 Devices’ management

Figure 10: Device management.
Add devices to Caretaker contains one input texts Obs., one Select One Menu Device, and one button
Create.
To add a new device to caretaker user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with observation;



Select the new device;



Press the Create button.

When a device is selected in the second part of this page (Devices for caretaker), device’ description will
appear into the Add Devices to Caretaker fields.
In the last column Opt. are shown the functionalities created to manage the devices. These are:


can be deleted it by pressing . To confirm the deletion should press the I confirm the deletion, and
if the user want to cancel the deletion should press Don’t delete button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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2.7.3 Measurements’ management

Figure 11: Measurement management interface.
Add measurement for Caretaker contains one input texts Value, one Select One Menu Measuring Unit, one
Date control Date, and 2 buttons Create, Update.
To add a new measurement to caretaker user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with measured value;



Select the measuring unit;



Select the date when the measurement was done;



Press the Create button.

When a measurement is selected in the second part of this page (Measurement for caretaker),
measurement’ description will appear into the Add Measurement to Caretaker fields. These fields can be
modified by pressing Update button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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The last column Opt. shows the functionalities created to manage the devices. These are: deleting by
pressing . To confirm the deletion the I confirm the deletion button should be pressed. If the user wants to
cancel the deletion he/she should press Don’t delete button.

Figure 12: Caretaker management.

2.7.4 Measurement statistics

Figure 13: Recorded data statistics.
Measurements statistic for Caretaker contains one BarChart in which are represented the values measured
for selected caretaker with selected device. On X axis are represented the measurement id: measurement
day and month and on Y axis are represented the values.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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2.8 Devices page

Figure 14: Device management interface.
This tab page gives the user the possibility to manage the devices installed on end users’ houses. The page
is composed by three parts: Add/Update devices, Devices management, and Export data.

2.8.1 Add/Update devices
This part contains 4 input texts Serial Number, Category, Description, and Datasheet, 2 Select One Menu
Location, Producer, and 2 buttons Create, Update.
To create a new device user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with device’s serial number, device category (blood pressure, heart rate, etc), it’s
description and the web address to device’s datasheet;



Choose in Location select one menu which is the location where device is installed (elderly house). If
the location is not saved into the database (does not appear into the menu) user should add himself
this location going to Locations tab page. The location is used for establishing where the device is
hosted. The default location is set to unknown if the location is not available.



Choose in Producer select one menu which is the device producer. If the producer is not saved into
the database (does not appear into the menu) user should add himself this producer going to
Producers tab. The default producer of a device is set to unknown.



Press the Create button.

When a device is selected in the second part of this page (Devices management), device’ description will
appear into the Add/Update fields. These fields can be modified by pressing Update button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 15: Interface for addition of a new device.

2.8.2 Devices list
In this section are shown all the devices saved into the database into a table. The first column represents the
functionalities created to manage the devices. These are:


can be export into a .pdf file device’s bare code by pressing



can be seen it’s detailed description by pressing

;

;

Figure 16: Device list.


can be deleted it by pressing . To confirm the deletion should press the I confirm the deletion, and
if the user want to cancel the deletion should press Don’t delete button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 17: Device deletion.

2.8.3 Export data
This section gives the possibility to export the list of devices into .xsl, .pdf, .csv, .xml formats. By pressing
the format is .xsl,

the format is .pdf,

the format is .csv, and

the format is .xml.

2.9 Locations page

Figure 18: Interface of the location page which shows the location of each registered device.
This tab page gives the user the possibility to manage the locations where are installed the devices (elderly
houses). The page is composed by three parts: Add/Update locations, Locations management, and Export
data.

2.9.1 Add/Update locations
This part contains 2 input texts Location Name, Location Details, and 2 buttons Create, Update.
To create a new location user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with location’s name, and details;



Press the Create button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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When a location is selected in the second part of this page (Locations management), location’ description
will appear into the Add/Update fields. These fields can be modified by pressing Update button.

Figure 19: Device location details.

2.9.2 Locations list
In this section are shown all the locations saved into the database into a table. The first column represents
the functionalities created to manage the locations. These are:


can be export into a .pdf file location’s bare code by pressing



can be deleted it by pressing . To confirm the deletion should press the I confirm the deletion, and
if the user want to cancel the deletion should press Don’t delete button.

;

Figure 20: Location list.
If there is saved into the database a device installed into the location selected to be deleted, on the screen
will appear a message that announce the user that location cannot be deleted.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 21: Device location features.

2.9.3 Export data
This section gives the possibility to export the list of locations into .xsl, .pdf, .csv, .xml formats. By pressing
the format is .xsl,

the format is .pdf,

the format is .csv, and

the format is .xml.

2.10 Producers page

Figure 22: Producer interface.
This tab page gives the user the possibility to manage the producers who produced the devices. The page is
composed by three parts: Add/Update producers, Producers management, and Export data.

2.10.1 Add/Update producers
This part contains 2 input texts Producer Name, Producer Site Address, and 2 buttons Create, Update.
To create a new producer user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with producer’s name, and details;



Press the Create button.

When a producer is selected in the second part of this page (Producers management), producer’ description
will appear into the Add/Update fields. These fields can be modified by pressing Update button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 23: Adding new device producers.

2.10.2 Producers list
In this section are shown all the producers saved into the database into a table. The first column represents
the functionalities created to manage the producers. These are:


can be export into a .pdf file producer’s bare code by pressing



can be deleted it by pressing . To confirm the deletion should press the I confirm the deletion, and
if the user want to cancel the deletion should press Don’t delete button.

;

Figure 24: Producer list.

If there is saved into the database a device produced by the producer selected to be deleted, on the screen
will appear a message that announce the user that producer cannot be deleted.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 25: Features of the producer list.

2.10.3 Export data
This section gives the possibility to export the list of producers into .xsl, .pdf, .csv, .xml formats. By pressing
the format is .xsl,

the format is .pdf,

the format is .csv, and

the format is .xml.

2.11 Reports page
Reports tab page is the page where can be generated statistical analysis reports.
For the moment are generated the following reports:


Chart devices category (where is shown in percent how many devices are used from each category);

Figure 26: Chart with devices by category.

Location occupation (where are shown how many devices are installed on each location. Report can be
exported into .xsl, .pdf, .csv, .xml formats. By pressing
format is .csv, and

the format is .xsl,

the format is .pdf,

the

the format is .xml);

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 27: Location occupation interface.

2.12 Users page

Figure 28: Admin page for managing NITICS users.

This tab page is available only for administrators and offers the possibility to manage the users and their
roles. The page is composed by two parts: Add/Update users, and Users management.

2.12.1 Add/Update users
This part contains 4 input texts First Name, Last Name, Email, and Password, one Select Boolean Checkbox
Administrator rights, and 2 buttons Create, Update.
To create a new user should follow the next steps:


Fill the input text with user’s first name, last name, email, and password;



Check Administrator rights if the user has the administrator role;



Press the Create button.

When a user is selected in the second part of this page (Users management), user’ description will appear
into the Add/Update fields. These fields can be modified by pressing Update button.

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 29: Features of user management.

2.12.2 Users management
In this section are shown all the users saved into the database into a table. The last column represents the
functionalities created to manage the users. These are:


can be seen it’s detailed description by pressing

;

Figure 30: User profile on the admin page.


can be deleted it by pressing

.

2.13 Load lists

Figure 31: Admin interface for file uploading.
This tab page is available only for administrators and offers the possibility to upload files into the NITICS
platform. The page is composed by two parts: Documents, and Add new documents.
© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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This option is used to add lists with devices into the platform database.

2.13.1 Documents
In this section are shown all the documents uploaded into platform. The functionalities created to manage
documents are


can be downloaded pressing



can be deleted it by pressing

;
.

2.13.2 Add new documents
To add new document into the platform user has to follow the next steps:


Press the button Choose. Appears a new windows from which user should select the document that
will be uploaded;

Figure 32: Interface for document addition.



Press the button Upload to upload the document. If everything worked well will appear a confirmation
message;

© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Figure 33: Features of the document addition interface.



If user wants to cancel the upload should press the Cancel button.

2.14 Push data gateaway
The prototypes for datagw components of the platform are available and accept telegrams. There are two
kind of url's:

a) GET url: http://niticssrv.eclexys.com:8080/nitics-datagw/datagw/get/ - it sends by using GET parametrs
only one telegram type - the url is accessible in browser.
Used for manual tests with const data.

b) POST url: http://niticssrv.eclexys.com:8080/nitics-datagw/datagw/push/
Through this url are sent to the server json telegrams. The telegrams are saved into database. When five
telegrams with the same NAME are received in 100 seconds an alert is saved into database and pushed
also on the interface (dashboard panel).
Behind the url ( http://niticssrv.eclexys.com:8080/nitics-datagw/datagw/push/ ) is a rest web service that
distributes to the components the messages using the jms.
The user devices initiate push telegrams on their systems (gateaways) and push them to the url (push /
POST: http://niticssrv.eclexys.com:8080/nitics-datagw/datagw/push/ ).
Push test telegrams are sent to the server by using the following code sequence:
ResteasyClient client = new ResteasyClientBuilder().build();
ResteasyWebTarget target = client.target("http://niticssrv.eclexys.com:8080/nitics-datagw/datagw/push/");
// prepare (SDSID, NSID, CGID, name, description, content, data, type, hash, senddate)
Telegram tel_send = new Telegram();
tel_send.setSDSID(0L);
tel_send.setNSID(0L);
tel_send.setCGID(0L);
tel_send.setName("test post push");
tel_send.setDescription("test post push description");
tel_send.setContent(Telegram.DEFAULTPOSTVALUE);
tel_send.setData("22178");
tel_send.setType("simple");
tel_send.setHash("0123456789");
tel_send.setSenddate(new Date());
Entity<Telegram> entity = Entity.json(tel_send);
© NITICS consortium, all rights reserved
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Builder req = target.request();
req.accept(MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON);
Response response = req.post(entity);
Telegram value = response.readEntity(Telegram.class);
response.close();
The user (with administrator role) can see that the telegrams were saved by using the search (e.g. word
"push") and navigate to the tab with telegrams.
The telegram structure is based on the form proposed in the deliverable D3.2 System architecture and test
profiles.

3 Testing of the NITICS framework platform by CCC
At CCC, we have tested the home automation by Legrand but the cost and complexity of installation of these
home automation devices that has not really changed since 1980s with X10 technologies (see previous
deliverable state of the art) make these technologies not acceptable by elders. Previously we have
integrated a Camera 24/7 always on, and a microphone and a touch screen. These sensors have been the
best accepted sensors.
We recently tested the following sensors with elders:
1. Eeleo gateway with a connected Bluetooth blood pressure device. We compared the feature with a
not connected blood pressure device.
2. A wrist that track activity along the time.
3. We also tested the NITICS web server to publish the gathered data.
The use cases we worked on, was an elderly male of more than 70 years old, leaving alone at home. He is
enrolled in a network which provides him with a system to measure his blood pressure. We plan to test this
feature by using the VisAge network of elders, leaving alone by providing the device for 2 weeks to the
elders such that they can measure and control their blood pressure (and activity). So the persons should be
not educated to use blood pressure monitoring device, nor be motivated by them. Then the device should go
back to other elders.
We used an Eeleo gateway, model ET01, from Eeleo. We used the gateway with a GSM mobile connection.
We also bought a blood pressure device connected with the gateway by Bluetooth which was also advised
and sold by Eeleo. The model is A&D Medical UA-767 Plus BT-C. To make comparison, we bought a wrist
manual blood pressure device from BRAUN model "6071".
About the quality of blood pressure measures
We first compared the results provided by the two blood pressure monitoring devices. From one measure to
the other one, the values varied and a standard deviation could be measured. We did not studied this point
precisely, but with no medical background, we have run these devices 20 times in a loop to have an idea
about the normal standard deviation of the values measured and just check if the devices had normal
measures for "SYS mmHg", "DIA mmHg" and "pulse/min".
We found a large deviation on repeated measured for each device, about 1mmHg, and similar deviation
among the devices. The manual from the companies that produce the devices do not provide any results on
normal standard deviation on their measures. The purpose was not to test the quality of the devices by
themselves but to see if the devices are equivalent.
About usage of the devices
The Braun device costs more than 10 times less than the AnD/EELEO bluetooth device.
Thee Braun device weight is 150g and the And/EELEO device weight is 700g.
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The Braun device is easy to install on the wrist. The AnD/EELEO device should be wear on the arm and this
is more complicated to wear and to install for an old person alone.
For each device, there is a one large button that should be pressed once to start the measure. At the end of
the measure, the results are shown on a large screen and stay there for a few seconds, enough to read or
copy these values somewhere.
The not connected device seems really better for the previous reasons, but the communication system step
should balance this point of view.
About the Jawbone wrist
We bought a wrist that tracks the activity and sleep time of a person during a week. The model is Jawbone
Up+ and it connects through Bluetooth. It measures the activity (number of walked-steps), and phases during
the nights. Actually, to enter the night mode, this mode has to be set manually each evening and each
morning by a button pressed on the wrist. For this reason, this feature cannot be used automatically, but only
for a specific night for which the button has been pressed. The data is saved by the device itself during one
week. Then the data can be gathered to the cloud and exported, for example to the NITICS server. The
usage of this device gives a good idea of the state of the art, and the future indoor localisation NITICS
system should overcome this feature dramatically. The acceptability of the device is excellent, at least for
periods of one week, as for longer period maintenance is required (plugged to charge battery, etc).
About communication from the devices to the cloud
The AnD device sends information (measures values) to the Eeleo device. The Eeleo device sends the
values to Eeleo Server. Eeleo Server sends information to our servers. It appears that the reliability of this
chain of information is sometimes broken. The information is not received and the feedback to the user who
make the measure (end-user) is required. On the chain of devices (blood-monitoring coupled with the Eeleo
gateway), there is no early feedback. This chain keeps in memory only the last measure. For that reason,
several measures (about 50%) have been lost during experiments at this stage.
At this stage, the system has been operated by Eeloe without security concern. The medical values were
saved by the Eeleo server until sending them to our cloud in an insecure and clear way.
A smart device is required to provide instant feedback to the enduser who make the measurement.
To send information from the not-connected monitoring Braun device to the cloud, we developed an interface
on the visage screen. The end-user manually copies the value from the device to the touch screen. At the
same time the app also provides motivation content to the user about why it is important to measure blood
pressure, formation about how to use the device, and recall the user to measure regularly. With this method,
some mistakes can be done while recopying the 3 values obtained during a blood pressure measurement.
The instant feedback solves the lack of interface for feedback previously explained with the AnD/EELEO
device.
Managing values into the NITICS server
The values can be transferred to the NITICS server using a GET/POST interface. No security has been set
up yet. Values have units, a time stamp (day but not yet hour/minutes) and are linked to devices, carers and
manufacturers. The values are drawn on a graph, ready to be analyzed by artificial intelligent algorithms to
remove incoherent values, detect tendencies or accidents and send alerts.
The values that we can push to the NITICS server are:


blood pressure using the Braun device or the AnD/EELEO device.



activities monitored by the network of VisAge cameras



faces detected monitored by the network of VisAge cameras



activities monitored by the network of VisAge microphones

Following, are screen shot from our system to gather and motivate elder to get their blood pressure.
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Figure 34: Blood pressure monitoring interface at CCC.

4 Testing of the NITICS framework platform by Eeleo
Eeleo has tested the NITICS Framework plateform, through several ”entry points”:
-

As a caregiver

-

As a provider of the Nomadic NITICS gateway.

-

As a caretaker

Caregiver testing
As a caregiver, the following actions have been tested:
-

Account creation / Dashboard / Creation of a device / Creation of a Caretaker / Association of a
device with a caretaker.

The main steps of this testing are described here below:
-

Eeleo has created an account on the NITICS server, and declared this account as a Caregiver
account:
o

caregiver@eeleo.com
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-

From this account, Eeleo has created a caretaker, and associated this caretaker with this caregiver.
The caretaker accout is :
o

caretaker2@eeleo.com

-

In order to realize testing, Eeleo has also ”created” a few medical devices, identified by their Mac
address, which is the ”key” for such device in the NITICS system.

-

Then, the device has been associated with this cartaker.

-

The resulting dashboard is shown below:

caretaker created

Thermometer
associared

Figure 35: Dashboard testing by Eeleo.
-

The next testing step has been performed as a Nomadic Gateway manufacturer.

Nomadic NITICS gateway provider testing.
The, Eeleo has implemented JSON web services in his nomadic gateway, so that medical data measured by
the medical device is automatically fed into the NITICS server:
-

A thermometer has been paired with the nomadic gateway. The mac address of this thermometer is
the same as the one entered into the NITICS server : 00:12:A1:B0:8B:35

Then, temperature measurements have been performed with this thermometer.
 As expected, the nomadic gateway has sent the data to the server, using the adopted JSON format.
The following screenshot allows to check that the data has been properly received by the server, and
illustrates the JSON message format:

Figure 36: Data exchange testing by Eeleo.

The last tests have been performed as a caretaker, to check that the received data was properly
decoded by the server.
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Cartetaker testing.
After having logged into the NITICS server as a caretaker (caretaker2@eeleo.com), the most interesting
menu is the dashboard. As illustrated below, it has been checked that the medical data sent by the
thermometer was appearing in the caretaker dashboard:

Figure 37: Caretaker testing by Eeleo.

So far, all testing has been successful (after a few adjustments of course ...). More testing in ongoing to
verify that all medical data sent by the nomadic gateway is properly decoded by the server, and fed into the
database of the right caretaker.

5 Testing of the NITICS framework and health monitoring
sensors by CITST, SSW and MKS
5.1 Testing in Poland by SSW
SSW has demonstrated the NITICS platform prototype to 5 elderly end users (age 65, 64, 83, 71 and 60)
highlighting the fact that the system is not ready and the platform shall be
integrated within a few months.
General feedback & end-users expectations
The general idea of the integrated monitoring platform meets the needs and
expectations of the elderly. Automatic data saving and reminders function
triggers positive opinions. Integration of monitoring devices in one
communicating system would save time and worries – emphasize our
seniors.
During the presentation seniors created (with our help) their accounts and
after taking some measurements with the devices available at their homes
(blood pressure, weight scale) we entered together the data into the system.

Figure 38. Handwritten
blood pressure results
diary for a 95 year old
lady
taken
by
her
daughter few times a day
over the last two weeks.

Stand alone work with the system was not possible as the platform is
available only in English. In Poland many elderly people measure their blood
pressure only occasionally. Those who have blood pressure monitors at
home write their results in diaries without a chance to monitor changes and
deviations from the norm. The possibility of quick reaction to changes is
especially important to caregivers and doctors, that is why, despite not having
the prototype ready for end-user testing we could get the positive feedback.
Caregivers were relatively more interested in testing the platform than seniors,
possibly because being younger, more familiar with ICT technologies and
predominantly speaking English, felt more comfortable with the dashboard
layout.
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Positive aspects
Below we enlisted the main positives noticed by the end users (mostly caregivers).
1. All in one solution
2. Automatic data collection
3. Reminders system
4. Results’ verification and analysis
5. Online access
6. Online modification, scheduling, programming

Figure 39: A 65 year female old senior measuring her blood pressure.
Suggestions
As we explained at the very beginning that the way the platform looks now is not the final look, we had a
chance to ask how it should look like. Here are the main suggestions of improvement we collected:
1. The platform should be available in all national languages.
2. After the registration there should be the option of staying logged in.
3. The landing page after registration/login should be home page with the visually clear menu and
diversified layout depending on the user’s role (caretaker/caregiver).
4. Caretakers’ layout should be totally simplified in a way that they don’t feel overwhelmed by the
technological aspects. Two persons expressed it that way: “We would like to see the pictures of our
devices (glucometer, blood pressure monitor, etc), click the icon and put down the data – nothing
more. After that, as the next step we would like to see results and prescriptions”.
5. Caregivers were interested in virtual medicine dispensers and diet monitoring system as an option.
6. All the letters are too small. Seniors suggested even bold font everywhere.
7. Tables and letters should be exchanged with icons/pictures/picture stories/films.
8. Seniors asked for a help and guide section. One person proposed organizing the site in the 1,2,3
step truck. (step one ->step two -> step three)
Most common concerns
1. The price
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2. Access to the internet
3. Difficulty with using and learning both the computer and the platform
4. Not having the results written on paper in case of the doctor’s visit or examine.

Figure 40: A 64 year old female senior logging in to the NITICS platform.
It is difficult to judge after such a cursory testing about the end users constitutive opinion on the final product.
Seniors are very demanding users in terms on infallibility of the product and easiness of learning. What we
can confirm is the readiness of senior end users to use and learn the platform nevertheless there are
numerous suggestions of improvement to be taken into account.

5.2 Testing in Romania by CITST
Prototype testing in Romania was done with 3 elderly and 2 caregivers who took part in the trials concerning
the NITICS interface and associated home health monitoring devices developed until the testing stage.
Participating elderly
1. Elderly citizen, female, 67 yrs. old, retired mathematics teacher. Health problems include chronic
heart condition, lithiasis and recurrent kidney deposits, elevated levels of glycemic index. Concerned
with monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure, cardiac rhythm, and pulse), glycemic index, and
weight. Willing to use the system on her own, independent of caregiving services. Current
monitoring needs include daily recordings of the specified health parameters and monthly reports to
the treating physician. Also, she undergoes monthly health checkups at the physician’s practice.
Computer literacy level: beginner user (Internet, entertainment media, basic word editing
applications). Null or insignificant levels of hardware-related knowledge and proficiency.
2. Elderly citizen, female, 83 yrs. old, retired language teacher. Health problems include chronic heart
condition (oscillating blood pressure, ischemic cardiomyopathy), degenerative rheumatism.
Concerned with monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure, cardiac rhythm, and pulse) and
reminders for various tasks. Interested to use the system under with the help of a caregiver,
preferably informal. Current monitoring needs include daily recordings related to her heart condition
and monthly reports to the treating physician. Also, she undergoes monthly health checkups at the
physician’s practice. Computer literacy level: null or insignificant levels of knowledge and proficiency.
3. Elderly citizen, male, 85 yrs. old, retired engineer and university professor. Health problems include
chronic heart condition, glaucoma and joint problems. Concerned with monitoring heart parameters
(blood pressure, cardiac rhythm, and pulse) and intraocular pressure. Willing to use the system on
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his own, independent of caregiving services. Current monitoring needs recordings of heart
parameters when he does not feel well and monthly reports to the treating physician. Computer
literacy level: everyday user (Internet, word editing applications, excel). Basic levels of hardwarerelated knowledge and proficiency.
Participant caregivers
1. One caregiver, female, age 37, informally caring for her mother, 64 yrs. old. Health problems
included high blood pressure, diabetes, and recent major surgical intervention. Concerned with
monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure, pulse, and cardiac rhythm), glycemic index, and
weight. Willing to use the system with the assistance of the caregiver. Current monitoring needs
include daily recordings of the specified health parameters and monthly reports to the treating
physician. Also, she undergoes monthly health checkups at the physician’s practice. Computer
literacy level: experienced moderate user (basic office software and operating system functionalities,
various specific/dedicated software). Null or insignificant levels of hardware-related knowledge and
proficiency.
2. One caregiver, female, age 62, caring for her mother age 85 and a neighbor, age 78. Both elderly
have heart problems and are in need of daily monitoring of the heart parameters (blood pressure,
cardiac rhythm, and pulse). In addition the 85 yrs old senior has memory loss problems and needs
assistance with taking medication (pills are put in corresponding boxes and the caretaker calls her
for reminders). The 78 yrs old caretaker has diabetes and is in need of monitoring her glucose levels
several times per day and also her weight on a weekly basis. Computer literacy level of the
caregiver: basic knowledge of internet usage and communication programs (Skype).
Procedure
The current health parameters monitoring procedure was surveyed and recorded. The system was
introduced to the participants in a briefing pertaining its
purpose, functionalities, stages and devices. The test
protocol included asking the participants to use the
system according to their present needs. For example,
if the participants were concerned with their blood
pressure levels, they were asked to perform the task
exactly as they do it in their day-to-day live (read the
schedule, place the device on the arm, take the
measurement, record the measurement in a notebook
or agenda, etc.).
Furthermore, each participant was shown the
functionalities of the system. Where this functionalities
Figure 41: Elderly exploring the interface for
were not available as an integral part of the system, a
home health monitoring.
mockup
version of the system was employed to demonstrate the
capabilities and the procedure involved in using the system.
Each of the stages of the participants’ current procedure (the
procedure which they use normally) were replicated with the
use of the system. More specifically, the participants were
asked to perform the same stages with the use the system.
For example, if the elderly had to monitor, record and report
the blood pressure levels, or the glycemic index, or the
weight evolution, they were instructed to do so using the Figure 42: Elderly exploring the stages
system, after being shown the steps involved and the involved in using the system for home
health monitoring.
meaning of each functions and commands.
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At each point, the participants were asked to give feedback as to the ease of use and the facility or difficulty
that they face in learning how to use the system, and the procedure specific to the respective monitoring
stage. The caregivers were instructed to give supplementary feedback as to their capacity to instruct their
clients in the use the system, in cases where these clients would have to perform individually and
independently tasks related to home health monitoring.

Figure 43: Caregiver exploring the interface
of the home health monitoring management
platform.

Figure 44: Caregiver exploring the interface
for the home health monitoring system.

Conclusions
Both the caregivers and elderly appreciated positively the support that the system gives as to the organizing
and structuring of the home health monitoring (calendar, reminders, protocols, etc.), and its usefulness with
respect to simplifying and standardizing the procedures (i.e., reduce the risk of mistaking or omitting
important steps in health monitoring). Another functionality which was greatly appreciated was the capability
of the system to provide data to the caregiver and/or the treating physician in real time, and thus, to prevent
or intervene in major health crises.
A higher level of mistrust was seen from the elderly users being older than 80 yrs. Both users of age 84 and
83 were asking about the possibility that they will not hear the reminders from a computer or tablet placed
inside their premises. They were also unwilling to carry a mobile device continuously unless it is very small
and non-intrusive. An acceptable solution was to get a phone call from the system, with one of the users
preferring the fixed line over the mobile phone. The 83 yrs old senior was also mistrusting the system to
remember her to take the medicine. Additionally, she expressed some level of anxiety towards having a
computer run continuously in her apartment. She is under the impression that continuously running
computers are harmful for her health. In addition, she had economic concerns about her electricity bill.
All interviewed elderly users were raising the question about them being sure that their health measurements
are reaching and moreover read and interpreted by the caregiver. They were concerned if there is a lack of
regular feedback from the caregiver to reassure them that they are doing fine. They would prefer to have the
caregiver contact them personally regularly to discuss with them instead of just contacting them through the
platform in case of emergency. On the other hand, the caregivers pointed towards the need to have alerts
about new measurements and abnormal values or request for help delivered through the system also to their
own mobile phones in the form of SMS messages. They said that the mobile phone is so far the device with
which they are most familiar and have It always on them.
Both caregivers and elderlies who took part in the prototype field trials expressed major concerns about the
volume of information presented (displayed) by the administrative interface. Although they were able to
“read” the interface, navigating through it and finding quickly the needed information categories were
reported to be extremely difficult. This aspect was so cumbersome that both the caregivers and the elderly
preferred their current method of home health monitoring to the one provided by the system in its current
stage of refinement. Thus, it is essential that the administrative interface be redesigned in such a ways as to
accommodate 1) the specific needs of the end-user, while eliminating and unwanted information, and 2) the
level of digital technology literacy of the end-user.
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The language of the interfaces is a critical aspect. The interfaces must be designed to accommodate the
end-users’ native language, regardless of their proficiency in another languages (i.e., English) and to use as
much as possible simple and suggestive labels and symbols/icons.
A further analysis concerning the end-users (caregivers and elderlies) perceptions regarding the ease of use
and the learnability of the system is presented below, in Table 1.

Table 1: System dimension vs. analysis criterion. Learnability and ease of use of the prototype
End-user type
caregiver

elderly

System
dimension
Functionalities

Interface

Functionalities

Interface

Learnability

Acceptable but
largely
improvable

Almost feasible
(conditional to
relevant
categorization of
information and
simplification)

Barely acceptable
(conditional to
further adaptation
to the end-user’s
current needs)

Too difficult to
operate.
Unfeasible and
unacceptable
(navigation and
use)

Ease of use

Acceptable

Difficult to
impossible

Acceptable to easy

Difficult to
impractical

vs.
Criterion

As such, the main conclusions of from the interviewed group are:


NITICS system and services are considered useful for health monitoring purposes.



The interface needs further customization to fit the different needs of the elderly (much more simple)
and the caregivers (still more simple but with more functionalities than the elderly)



The language used for the interface has to be the native language of the users irrespective of their
proficiency in English.



Elderly users above age 80 have a higher level of mistrust towards the system.



The NITICS system should send alerts and reminders also to the devices which are already used by
the users such as their mobile phones.

5.3 Testing in Slovenia by MKS
The prototype trial was conducted in Slovenia with: 3 primary end-users (the elderly) and 2 secondary endusers (the caregivers). Within the trials the end-users were instructed on testing the health – monitoring at
home interface and measuring procedure developed within NITICS until the time of the tests.
Participanting primary users – the elderly
1. Elderly, female, 71 years old, retired dentist.


Health issues: chronic heart condition – angina pectoris, high cholesterol, and mild degenerative
rheumatism.



Current monitoring needs include recordings related to her heart condition and 3 - monthly visits
to the treating physician.
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Interest regarding home - health – monitoring: monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure,
cardiac rhythm, and pulse).



Interest regarding other monitoring: home monitoring (gas, fire etc), fall monitoring.



Computer / ICT devices literacy level: beginner user (mobile phone – basics, internet, basic word
editing applications, basic excel).



Willing to use the system on her own.

2. Elderly, male, 72 years old, retired architect.


Health issues: high blood pressure, hearing problems.



Current monitoring needs include recordings related of his heart condition and monthly visits to
the treating physician.



Interest regarding home - health – monitoring: monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure,
cardiac rhythm, and pulse).



Interest regarding other monitoring: home monitoring (gas, fire etc), reminders (medicine
application, appointments, etc.).



Computer / ICT devices literacy level: beginner user (mobile phone – basics, internet browser, email, basic word editing applications, basic excel).



Willing to use the system on his own.

3. Elderly, female, 70, retired economist.


Health issues: degenerative rheumatism, high cholesterol level.



Current monitoring needs include recordings related to her cholesterol level and post operative
(shoulder) treatment at the local clinic.



Interest regarding home - health – monitoring: monitoring cholesterol level and heart parameters
(blood pressure, cardiac rhythm, and pulse), monitoring weight.



Interest regarding other monitoring: home monitoring (gas, fire etc), reminders (medicine
application, appointments, etc.).



Computer / ICT devices literacy level: advanced user (mobile phone, internet browser, e-mail,
skype, word, excel, powerpoint).



Willing to use the system on her own.

Paricipant secondary users – the caregivers
4. Caregiver, female, 42, informal caring for family member (72).


Interested in monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure, pulse, and cardiac rhythm), glycemic
index, cholesterol level and weight.



Current monitoring needs include daily recordings of the specified health parameters and
monthly reports to the treating physician.



Computer literacy level: basic (basic office software and operating system functionalities, various
specific/dedicated software).

5. Caregiver, male, 52, informal caring for family member (84).


Interested in monitoring heart parameters (blood pressure, pulse, and cardiac rhythm), glycemic
index, cholesterol level and weight.
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Interested also in home monitoring (gas, fire etc), reminders (medicine application,
appointments, etc.)



Current monitoring needs include daily recordings of the specified health parameters and
monthly reports to the treating physician.



Computer literacy level of the caregiver: (mobile phone, internet browser, e-mail, skype, word,
excel, powerpoint).

Procedure


The system was introduced to the participants with focus on its purpose, functionalities, stages and
devices.



The test protocol included asking the participants to use the system according to their present needs.



Each participant was shown the functionalities of the system.



The demonstration of the measurement with the available devices was applied (heart monitor, sugar
level monitor, weight monitor) and the participants were explained the main differences and incuring
advantages between the classical, fully manual way, of recording medical data and the procedure
offered through the NITICS platform.



At each point, the participants were asked to give feedback on the easy of use and learnability of the
system.



The caregivers were instructed to give supplementary feedback.



The current health parameters monitoring procedure was surveyed and recorded.

Conclusions
The primary and the secondary users responded positively to the introduction of the system and its
usefulness. The support that the system is offering to both groups of users in the sense of enabling the
monitoring, reporting, receiving data regarding health status, availability of data to the caregiver and the
physician and the risk prevention factor were stressed.
Main conclusion points:


NITICS system and services are considered useful for health monitoring purposes.



The interface needs further customization to fit the different needs of the elderly (much more simple)
and the caregivers (still more simple but with more functionalities than the elderly)



The interface should be applicable to the mobile phones and tablets.



The language used for the interface has to be the native language



The NITICS system should send alerts and reminders also to the devices which are already used by
the users such as their mobile phones.

6 Prototype testing at the Lugano consortium meeting
TO BE COMPLETED AFTER THE CONSORTIUM MEETING HELD IN LUGANO 12.06.2014.

7 Conclusions
The current deliverable describes the NITICS graphical user interface and corresponding services which
were tested, at different levels, within this work package. The graphical user interface and the NITICS
services offered through the NITICS server are described in section 2. Data transfer to and from the NITICS
server along with testing of health monitoring module were tested by the NITICS partners Eeleo and CCC
within their development of the gateway and medical sensor conection to the server. These aspects are
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presented in sections 3 and 4. Testing of the health monitoring interface and services with endusers (primary
and secondary) was performed by the NITICS end-user organisations in Poland, Romania and Slovenia.
Details on the participants involved, their opinions and suggestions are given in section 5. The main
conclusion is that the general idea of the integrated monitoring platform meets the needs and expectations of
the elderly. Automatic health related data saving and reminders function triggers positive opinions.
Integration of monitoring devices in one communicating system would save time and worries – emphasize
the seniors and caregivers. At the same time, suggestions for improvements were offered along with
concerns related to infaibility, pricing and learnability.
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